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Motivated by recent investigations of toroidal tissue clusters that are observed to climb conical
obstacles after self-assembly [Nurse et al., Journal of Applied Mechanics 79 (2012) 051013], we
study a related problem of the determination of the equilibrium and stability of axisymmetric drops
on a conical substrate in the presence of gravity. A variational principle is used to characterize
equilibrium shapes that minimize surface energy and gravitational potential energy subject to a
volume constraint, and the resulting Euler equation is solved numerically using an angle/arclength
formulation. The resulting equilibria satisfy a Laplace-Young boundary condition that specifies the
contact angle at the three-phase trijunction. The vertical position of the equilibrium drops on the
cone is found to vary significantly with the dimensionless Bond number that represents the ratio
of gravitational and capillary forces; a global force balance is used to examine the conditions that
affect the drop positions. In particular, depending on the contact angle and the cone half-angle,
we find that the vertical position of the drop can either increase (“the drop climbs the cone”) or
decrease due to a nominal increase in the gravitational force. Most of the equilibria correspond to
upward-facing cones, and are analogous to sessile drops resting on a planar surface; however we also
find equilibria that correspond to downward facing cones, that are instead analogous to pendant
drops suspended vertically from a planar surface. The linear stability of the drops is determined
by solving the eigenvalue problem associated with the second variation of the energy functional.
The drops with positive Bond number are generally found to be unstable to non-axisymmetric
perturbations that promote a tilting of the drop. Additional points of marginal stability are found
that correspond to limit points of the axisymmetric base state. Drops that are far from the tip
are subject to azimuthal instabilities with higher mode numbers that are analogous to the Rayleigh
instability of a cylindrical interface. We have also found a range of completely stable solutions that
correspond to small contact angles and cone half-angles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Capillary forces lead to a rich collection of problems in physics, chemistry, and materials science that have both
beauty and technological importance [1]. Shapes such as soap films, drops, and bubbles display interesting dynamical
and equilibrium behavior, and have been studied in a variety of settings (see, e.g. the review articles [2–5] and
references therein). Here we study the equilibrium and stability of an axisymmetric liquid drop that is resting on
the side of a conical solid substrate under the combined effects of capillarity and gravity. This study is motivated
by recent experimental observations of the behavior of clusters of biological cells that self-assemble at the bottom of
patterned containers [6, 7]. Each compartment of the partitioned container includes a conical obstruction in its base
that interrupts the tissue assembly, leading to toroidal clusters of cells at the base of each cone. After assembly, a
cell cluster is often observed to climb up the side of the cone. A possible mechanism for this dynamical behavior is
based on the interplay of capillarity and gravitational forces: a toroidal tissue cluster would like to reduce its surface
area, which it can do by reducing its major radius (the long way around the torus) by moving to higher positions on
the cone. In climbing the cone the gravitational potential energy of the sample is increased, so the dynamical process
must balance both forms of energy. A model of the dynamical process based on toroidally-shaped clusters evolving by
surface diffusion has been used to interpret the experimental observations, which occasionally included both tilting of
the cell cluster relative to the cone axis, and the development of fluted distortions in the azimuthal direction.

In the light of these interesting experiments it seems desirable to consider the simpler problem of determining the
equilibrium and stability of liquid drops on a conical substrate. As in previous studies [8] of liquid equilibrium and
stability in cylindrical geometries that arise in material processing applications, we formulate a variational statement
of the problem in terms of an energy functional containing both surface energy and gravitational potential energy
contributions subject to a volume constraint. For simplicity we ignore any effects of surface roughness, and assume
that there is no resistance to lateral motion of the drop along the surface of the cone (no contact angle hysteresis).
Axisymmetric stationary shapes that extremize the energy then satisfy the Laplace-Young equation that represents
the local balance of capillary, gravitational, and pressure forces at each point of the interface. Appropriate natural
boundary conditions at the contact line where the drop, substrate, and surrounding fluid meet also follow from the
variational principle, yielding the familiar Young boundary condition that determines the drop’s contact angle at the
trijunction. The second variation of the energy functional is examined numerically to determine the linear stability
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of the equilibrium shapes. Since the surface energies and resulting contact angles in the above experiments have not
been directly measured, we present results for a range of conditions and material properties.

The present work is related to a number of previous studies. Experimentally, macroscopic liquid toroidal droplets [9]
and nanoscale toroids of varying sizes have been carefully generated and observed [10, 11]. Analysis indicates that
the stability of these toroidal shapes is related to the aspect ratio of the major and minor radii. Bostwick and Steen
[12] consider the stability of constrained cylindrical fluid interfaces, including a treatment of the equilibrium and
stability of toroidal surfaces that are partially supported by a cylindrical cup-like solid. González, Diez, and Kondic
[13] study the equilibrium and stability of a liquid ring on a horizontal substrate via a long-wave theory, including
a linear stability analysis of the dynamic equations and a numerical solution that includes nonlinear effects leading
to droplet breakup. A number of authors have discussed the dynamic instability of isolated toroidal drops based on
approximate base states that are assumed to have circular cross sections [14, 15], or have observed or simulated the
temporal evolution of arbitrary (non-equilibrium) toroidal shapes [11, 16–18].

Our approach focuses on the accurate computation of bifurcation points for self-consistent equilibrium shapes
on a conical substrate that are computed from a variational principle. In the next section we describe the model
and formulate the variational principle. In §III we describe the Euler equation and boundary conditions for the
axisymmetric equilibrium shapes, and outline the numerical procedure for their computation. In §IV we describe the
axisymmetric equilibrium shapes, including a quantitative discussion of the overall forces balance on the drop. In
§V we consider the stability of the axisymmetric drops to both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric disturbances,
followed by a discussion in §VI.

II. MODEL

We consider the equilibrium and stability of an axisymmetric liquid drop lying on the surface of a cone. The drop
is surrounded by a passive external liquid or vapor; for notational convenience, we will refer to the surrounding fluid
as vapor. The cone surface is assumed to be smooth and defect-free, so that the three-phase contact line can move
without resistance in determining the shape and location of an equilibrium drop. In a cylindrical coordinate system
(r, θ, z) with origin at the apex of the cone, the surface of the cone is assumed to be given by r = −z tan β for
zL < z < 0, where β is the half-angle of the apex of the cone and −zL is the total height of the cone, taken to be
large enough that it does not interfere with the drop shape (see Fig. 1). The gravitational field −gẑ is aligned with
the axis of the cone, where ẑ is a unit vector in the positive z direction. We recall that the lateral surface area and
volume of a cone of height H and base radius R are given by S = πR

√
R2 + H2 and V = πR2H/3.

We first formulate a variational statement for the equilibrium shape assuming that the the axisymmetric drop has
a single-valued representation r = f(z); we will subsequently convert to a more general angle-arclength formulation.

A. Variational Principle for Axisymmetric Drops

A variational approach states that the shape is an extremal of the constrained Lagrangian functional

L = ES + EG − P VD, (1)

where ES represents the total surface energy of the system, EG represents the gravitational potential energy of the
drop, VD is the drop volume, and P is a Lagrange multiplier utilized to enforce the volume constraint VD = constant.
We assume the drop extends over the range z1 < z < z0 < 0; the endpoints z0 and z1 are unknowns that must be
determined as part of the solution. The total surface energy of the system is given by

ES = ELV + ESL + ESV , (2)

where

ELV = 2πγLV

∫ z0

z1

f(z)
√

1 + f2
z dz (3)

is the surface energy of the drop in contact with vapor,

ESL = πγSL

[
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√
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1
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1
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√
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0

]

(4)
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FIG. 1: Schematic of a liquid drop on a conical solid with half-angle β. The drop has contact lines at z = z0

and z = z1 where the contact angle is α. The arclength of the drop varies from s = 0 at z = z0 to s = ST

at z = z1, and the tangent to the drop makes an angle ψ with respect to the horizontal.

is the surface energy of the drop in contact with the cone, and

ESV = πγSV

[
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(5)

is the surface energy of the cone that is exposed to vapor. Here the liquid-vapor surface energy γLV , the solid-
liquid surface energy γSL, and the solid-vapor surface energy γSV are assumed to be constant, and r0 = −z0 tan β,
r1 = −z1 tan β, and rL = −zL tan β are the radii at heights z0, z1, and zL, respectively. The volume of the drop VD

is given by

VD = VT − VC , (6)

where

VT = π

∫ z0

z1

[f(z)]2 dz (7)

is the total volume of the drop plus that of the underlying portion of the cone between z1 and z0; the latter is

VC =
π

3

[

r2

0z0 − r2

1z1

]

. (8)

Similarly, the potential energy of the drop EG is given by

EG = π∆ρg

{
∫ z0

z1

z[f(z)]2 dz − 1

4
[z2

1r2

1 − z2

0r2

0]

}

, (9)

where ∆ρ = (ρL − ρV ) is the (constant) density difference between the liquid and vapor, and g is the gravitational
acceleration. The integral term includes contributions from both the liquid drop and the solid cone, and the latter
term removes the solid contribution.

III. EQUILIBRIUM SHAPE

A. Euler Equation and Boundary Conditions

The surface shape f(z) and the points z = z0 and z = z1 are coupled through the relations

f(z0) + z0 tan β = 0, f(z1) + z1 tan β = 0, (10)
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stating that z0 and z1 represent a contact line of the three-phase system. Requiring the functional to be stationary
with respect to variations δf yields the Euler equation

0 = γLV K + ∆ρ g z − P, (11)

where

K =
1

f
√

1 + f2
z

− fzz

(1 + f2
z )3/2

(12)

is the mean curvature of the liquid-vapor interface. Variations with respect to δz0, and δz1 that are consistent with
the relations (10) then yield boundary conditions for the local slopes at the contact lines,

fz(z0) = tan(β + α), fz(z1) = tan(β − α), (13)

where the contact angle α is determined by the Young equation of interfacial energy balance

γSV = γSL + γLV cos α. (14)

The Euler equation is equivalent to the local mechanical Laplace-Young equation pinner = pouter + γLV K along
the liquid-vapor interface, where the equilibrium vapor pressure pV = p̄V − ρV gz and the equilibrium liquid pressure
pL = p̄L−ρLgz are hydrostatic, where p̄V and p̄L are constants; the Lagrange multiplier is then given by P = p̄L− p̄V .
The Young equation given by Eq. (14) plays the role of a tangential balance of surface tensions at the contact line
[19].

B. Angle/Arclength Formulation

We next represent the drop in parametric form as r = R(s) and z = Z(s) where s is the local arclength of the
curve, measured from z0 to z1. The local tangent angle ψ(s) is defined by

dR

ds
= cos ψ,

dZ

ds
= sinψ, (15)

and the Euler equation takes the form of a first order ordinary differential equation (ODE) for ψ,

γLV

[

dψ

ds
+

sin ψ

R

]

= ∆ρgZ − P, (16)

over an interval 0 < s < ST of total arclength ST . Here we have used the geometric relations

K = −dψ

ds
− sinψ

R
,

1
√

1 + f2
z

= − sin ψ. (17)

For a single-valued representation r = f(z) the angle ψ is negative with our sign convention. However, the final
angle/arclength equations can be applied to more general drop shapes that would correspond to a multi-valued f(z).
An equivalent alternative approach (see, e.g., [20]) is to reformulate the Lagrangian in terms of angle/arclength
variables from the start and apply suitably constrained variations to obtain the Euler equations in angle/arclength
form directly.

The specified drop volume is VD = VT − VC , where the total volume VT and the cone volume VC are defined by

VT = −π

∫ ST

0

R2 sin ψ ds, VC =
π

3

[

r2

0z0 − r2

1z1

]

. (18)

VT can be determined by solving the additional ODE,

dVT

ds
= −πR2 sinψ, (19)

with the boundary condition VT (0) = 0; we then set VD = VT (ST ) − VC . The other boundary conditions take the
form

Z(0) = z0, Z(ST ) = z1, (20)

R(0) = r0 = −z0 tan β, R(ST ) = r1 = −z1 tan β, (21)

ψ(0) = β + α − π/2, ψ(ST ) = β − α − π/2. (22)
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FIG. 2: Side view of the right hand half of an azimuthal cross section of the cone and drop
for Bo = 1.85, α = 170o, and β = 35o.

C. Numerical Procedure

A numerical technique for determining the equilibrium shape can be formulated via a shooting procedure [8], with
the parameters z0, z1, P , and ST considered as unknowns. The given data for the solution are the cone half angle β,
the contact angle α, and the drop volume VD. Since the total arclength of the solution is unknown in advance, we
employ a normalized arclength variable t = s/ST , which introduces an explicit dependence on ST in the ODEs. Given
provisional values for the variables z0, P , and ST , these ODEs are integrated from t = 0 to t = 1. Since the provisional
values generally lead to incorrect values of the contact condition R(ST ) + Z(ST ) tan β = 0, the slope ψ1 = ψ(ST ) at
z1 = Z(ST ), and the drop volume VD, the provisional values of z0, P , and ST are then adjusted iteratively so that
these three remaining boundary conditions, VD = VT − VC , ψ1 = β − α − π/2, and r1 + z1 tan β = 0, are satisfied.

IV. EQUILIBRIUM RESULTS FOR AXISYMMETRIC DROPS

We define a length scale R̄ based on the given drop volume VD by setting VD = 4πR̄3/3; that is, R̄ is the radius
of a sphere of equivalent volume. The ratio of gravitational and surface tension forces defines the Bond number
Bo = ∆ρgR̄2/γLV . A representative water drop in air with diameter 2R̄ = 5.0 · 10−3 m, density ∆ρ = 103 Kg/m3,
surface energy γLV = 75 · 10−3 N/m, and gravitational acceleration g = 9.8 m/s2 has Bo ≈ 0.8. Results are presented
in dimensionless units based on the length scale R̄, so that the corresponding dimensionless drop volume is 4π/3.

A. Numerical Results

An example for a cone of half-angle β = 35o with Bond number Bo = 1.85 is shown in Fig. 2. Here the axisymmetric
drop is shown in cross-section, and the cone axis and surface are the thick lines issuing from the cone apex at r = 0
and z = 0. The Bond number is large enough that the effects of gravity are apparent, with the drop sagging at its
lower end. The drop partially wets the cone with a relatively large contact angle α = 170o, so that the drop would
have a multi-valued representation r = f(z).
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FIG. 3: Location of the upper contact line, z0, versus the Bond number Bo for a conical half-angle of β = 35o

for various values of the contact angle α. From left to right, the curves correspond to α = 15o (red dashed),
30o (blue dashed), 45o (black dashed), 60o (red), 75o (blue), 90o (black), and 135o (red chain-dashed).

For given values of β and α, the upper and lower endpoint of the drop, z0 and z1, vary as the Bond number is
changed. A summary of equilibrium calculations for a cone with half-angle β = 35o is shown in Fig. 3, where the
location of the upper contact line z = z0 is plotted versus Bo for various values of α. In all cases that we have
considered both z0 and z1 vary in tandem with similarly-sized changes as the Bond number is varied; this behavior
is not unexpected in view of the imposed volume constraint. We have chosen to plot z0 rather than z1 since z0 gives
a better indication of the drop’s proximity to the tip. Note that the contact angle α is a material parameter, so
that parametric variations in α correspond to a different choice of materials. We find that for drops with contact
angles greater than 90o the equilibrium position of the drop moves up the cone with increasing Bond number. An
example is shown in Fig. 4, where three drops having the same contact angles but differing values of Bo are shown.
For drops with contact angles less than 90o the situation is more complicated, as the equilibrium position of the drop
can vary non-monotonically with Bond number. An example where the drop moves down the cone with increasing
Bond number is shown in Fig. 5.

It is perhaps surprising that an increase in the effect of gravity can cause the equilibrium position of a drop to
rise on the cone. Although the expected dynamic response of a drop to an increase in gravity would be a shift to
positions lower on the cone, all other effects being equal, here we are considering the different question of how the
drop’s equilibrium position varies with an increase in gravity. In that case, the drop shifts in the direction required to
strengthen the compensating forces that are in equilibrium with the gravitational force. Depending on the detailed
behavior of these other forces, this may require a change in position either up or down the cone, as illustrated in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In §IV C below we return to the question of the net balance between gravitational and capillary
forces to help interpret these results in a more quantitative fashion.

We note that in Fig. 3 not only are there curves with both positive and negative slope, but the curves corresponding
to smaller contact angles can have equilibria corresponding to zero Bond numbers and even negative Bond numbers.
Equilibria for zero Bond number are indeed possible for appropriate values of α and β, as will be discussed in §IVB
below. Solutions corresponding to a negative Bond number need to be re-interpreted in terms of the definition
Bo = ∆ρgR̄2/γLV : they correspond either to a lighter drop in a heavier fluid (∆ρ < 0), or to a inverted geometry
with the cone pointing downward rather than upward. An examination (not shown) of the drops with Bo < 0 shows
that they bulge upward rather than downward in contrast to the Bo > 0 result in Fig. 2.

The non-monotonic regions of the curves support multiple equilibrium solutions for the same values of β, α, and
Bo; an example is shown in Fig. 6. We emphasize that these shapes correspond to stationary points of the energy,
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FIG. 4: Three equilibrium drops with contact angle α = 143o on a cone with half-angle
β = 57o. From top to bottom, the corresponding Bond numbers are Bo = 2.5 (blue), 1.9
(red), and 1.6 (black), respectively.

and one or both of them could correspond to an unstable equilibrium. We will address the stability of the equilibrium
shapes by examining the second variation of the energy functional in §V below. We note that the curve for α = 75o

in Fig. 3 actually exhibits two inflection points, one very near the apex of the cone (small |z0|), as will be discussed
in more detail in §V C when we consider the stability of these equilibria.

In Fig. 7 we summarize the existence of equilibria with various cone half-angles β for a given contact angle α = 75o.
The overall trends are similar to those shown in Fig. 3, with larger values of β producing monotonic curves with
positive slope corresponding to drops that are higher on the cone for increasing Bond numbers. For moderate cone
angles the curves may again be non-monotonic, and zero and negative Bond numbers can be obtained. For very small
values of β the cone has a near-vertical slope, and the height of the drop on the cone becomes very sensitive to Bond
number: small changes in Bo produce large excursions in the equilibrium drop position.

B. Zero Bond Number Solutions

For zero Bond number the Euler equation reduces to the condition that the mean curvature of the drop is constant.
An exact solution in this case corresponds to a portion of a sphere: namely, a sphere that is “punctured” by a given
cone so that the cone axis lies along a diameter of the sphere, with the tip of the cone protruding outside the sphere.
In our coordinate system, if the center of the sphere is located at r = 0 and z = zc < 0, then the spherical surface
outside the cone represents a valid solution if the radius of the sphere Rc lies in the range |zc| > Rc > |zc| sin β. For
Rc = |zc| the drop just touches the tip of the cone with a contact angle α = π/2−β, and for Rc = |zc| sin β the sphere
lies entirely inside the cone making tangential contact with the cone (α = 0) at the height −|zc| cos2 β. The azimuthal
cross section of the resulting drop is symmetric about the diameter of the sphere that bisects the chord from |z0| to
|z1|, so that the corresponding contact angles at z0 and z1 are equal. As parameterized by Rc, the resulting volume of
the drop and the contact angles vary monotonically with Rc. Since the cone geometry is scale invariant, a drop with
the desired volume can be obtained by a change in the overall length scale, which does not affect the contact angle.

As an aside, for the related problem of determining the equilibrium shape of an axisymmetric drop lying on the
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FIG. 5: Three equilibrium drops with contact angle α = 45o on a cone with half-angle
β = 35o. From top to bottom, the corresponding Bond numbers are Bo = 0.041 (black),
0.180 (red), and 0.208 (blue), respectively.

surface of a cylinder in zero gravity, there are also analytical solutions corresponding to portions of a sphere, in this
case a sphere that is punctured by the cylinder. The spherical geometry in this case restricts the resulting contact
angles to values less than 90o. However, non-spherical solutions with constant curvature are also possible; for example,
solutions with contact angles larger than 90o can readily be computed (see Fig. 8). We have searched unsuccessfully
for non-spherical numerical solutions with zero Bond number for the conical problem. The Bo = 0 solutions in Fig. 3
for contact angles in the range α < π/2 − β are all found to correspond to portions of a sphere. For α > π/2 − β we
find no Bo = 0 solutions.

C. Balance of Gravitational and Capillary Forces

Although the Young equation (14) represents an energy balance, it is useful to also interpret it as a local tangential
force balance. For example, at the upper contact line at z = z0 the solid-vapor interface effectively exerts a tangential
force with an upward component, the solid-liquid interface exerts a tangential force with a downward component, and
the tangential force component of the liquid-vapor interface is downward for α < π/2 and and upward for α > π/2.
The reverse behavior holds at the lower contact line at z = z1. Similarly, the Laplace-Young equation (11) represents
a local balance of pressure and capillary forces at each point of the liquid-vapor interface. In this section we consider
an integral force balance on the entire drop rather than these local balances. In particular, we seek the form of the
vertical force on the drop that must balance the gravitational force Fg = −(ρLVD)gẑ under equilibrium conditions.
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FIG. 6: Two equilibrium drops with contact angle α = 57.3o on a cone with half-angle
β = 35o. The Bond number for both is Bo = 0.3, and the drops represent different
solutions under identical conditions.

1. Derivation in Cartesian Coordinates

We first integrate the steady-state volumetric force balance ∇p = −ρLgẑ over the volume of the drop ΩD, and use
the divergence theorem to obtain the expression

∫

SD

pL n̂ dA = −ẑ

∫

ΩD

ρL g dV = −ρLgVD ẑ, (23)

where SD is the surface of the drop, consisting of the solid-liquid interface SSL and the liquid-vapor interface SLV ,
n̂ is the outward normal to SD, and dV and dA are the volume and surface differentials. We assume the drop is
expressed in the single-valued form r = f(z). Evaluating the vertical component of the integral over the surface of
the cone with the hydrostatic pressure field pL = P̄L − ρLgz, where P̄L is constant, gives

∫

SSL

pL n̂ · ẑ dA = P̄Lπ(r2

0 − r2

1) − 2ρLgVC , (24)

where VC = π(z0r
2
0 − z1r

2
1)/3 is the volume of the conical section from z0 to z1. Next evaluating the integral over

the liquid-vapor interface with the hydrostatic pressure field pL = pV + γLV K = P̄V − ρV gz + γLV K, where P̄V is
constant, gives

∫

SV L

pL n̂ · ẑ dA = −P̄V π(r2

0 − r2

1) + ρV g(2VC − VD) − 2πγLV

{

r0
√

1 + [fz(z0)]2
− r1

√

1 + [fz(z1)]2

}

. (25)

Combining these expressions gives the result

−[ρL − ρV ]gVD = [P̄L − P̄V ]π(r2

0 − r2

1) − 2[ρL − ρV ]gVC − 2πγLV

{

r0
√

1 + [fz(z0)]2
− r1

√

1 + [fz(z1)]2

}

. (26)

We discuss the terms in this expression in more detail in the following subsection.
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FIG. 7: Location of the upper contact line, z0, versus the Bond number Bo for drops with a contact angle
α = 75o for various values of the conical half-angle β. From left to right, the curves correspond to β = 5o

(red dashed), 20o (blue dashed), 35o (black dashed), 45o (red), 55o (blue), and 60o (black).

2. Derivation in Angle/Arclength Coordinates

The force balance in Eq. (26) can also be derived directly from the Euler equation (16), although the above derivation
in Cartesian coordinates helps to interpret the origin of the various forces. Multiplying Eq. (16) by Rs = cos ψ produces
the identity

γLV [R sin ψ]s +
P

2
[R2]s −

∆ρ g

2
Z[R2]s = 0. (27)

Integrating from s = 0 to s = ST followed by an integration by parts leads to the expression

0 = −[ρL − ρV ] g VD + 2[ρL − ρV ] g VC + Pπ(r2

1 − r2

0) − 2πγLV r0 sin ψ0 + 2πγLV r1 sin ψ1 (28)

= FB + FB
c + FP + FC

0 + FC
1 ,

which generalizes Eq. (26) to include the case of multi-valued interfaces. We have introduced the notation

FB = −[ρL − ρV ] g VD, FB
c = 2 [ρL − ρV ] g VC , FP = Pπ(r2

1 − r2

0), (29)

FC
0 = −2πγLV r0 sin ψ0, FC

1 = 2πγLV r1 sinψ1, (30)

so that the conditions of a vertical force balance on the drop is that the sum of these five terms must vanish, with the
sign convention that a positive term corresponds to an upwards force. The effective gravitational force on the drop is
FB , as corrected by the effects of the contacting vapor; for example, according to Archimedes principle [ρL −ρV ] g VD

would be the net buoyancy force on the drop if it were completely surrounded by vapor. There is also a net force
resulting from contact with the cone, represented by FB

c . FP represents an effective constraint force proportional to
the Lagrange multiplier P that imposes the condition of constant drop volume. FC

0 and FC
1 are the capillary forces

at the contact lines at z0 and z1. The capillary forces depend on sinψ0 and sinψ1, where ψ0 and ψ1 are the angles
that the liquid-vapor interface make at the contact lines with respect to the horizontal. These angles, in turn, are
determined by the contact angle α and cone half-angle β through Eq. (22). The capillary forces can either oppose or
reinforce each other, depending on the specific values of α and β.
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FIG. 8: Cross section of the upper half (z > 0) of equilibrium drops of equal volume on the side of a cylinder
of unit radius in zero gravity (Bo = 0). The contact angles are α = 28.6o (black), 57.3o (green), 114.6o, and
171.9o .

3. Force Balance for Zero Bond Number

The force balance simplifies in the case of zero Bond number, since FB and FB
c both vanish for g = 0. For the

Bo = 0 case with β = 35o, the remaining terms FP , FC
0 , and FC

1 are plotted versus the contact angle α in Fig. 9. For
α tending to π/2 − β = 55o the upper contact line at z0 approaches the cone tip. For the indicated range of α both
ψ0 and ψ1 are between −π/2 and zero, and sinψ0 and sinψ1 are both negative. The capillary forces are in opposite
directions, with the upper contact line pulling the drop upwards and the lower contact line pulling it downwards.
The capillary force FC

1 at z1, which scales with r1, dominates FC
0 , which scales with r0, in magnitude; FC

0 becomes
negligible as the drop approaches the tip of the cone. The net capillary forces balance the force FP , which is upwards
along this solution branch; for drops with a spherical surface the Lagrange multiplier is positive, P = 2/Rc > 0. Note
that for a spherical surface, the principle curvatures −dψ/ds and − sin ψ/R are constant and equal, and the Euler
equation (16) with g = 0 can be written as

2πR sin ψ γLV + πR2 P = 0, (31)

which represents a local balance between capillary and constraint forces at each point.

4. Force Balance for Non-Zero Bond Numbers

We next describe some force balance results for non-zero Bond numbers. We let FP
T = FB

c + FP represent the
combined forces of the cone exerted on the drop, so that the net force balance is FC

0 + FC
1 + FB + FP

T = 0.
In Fig. 10 we show components of the force balance for the case α = 135o and β = 35o. The drop climbs the cone

with increasing Bond number in this case (see Fig. 3), and the surface slopes at the contact lines satisfy sinψ0 = 0.98
and sinψ1 = 0.17. The capillary forces at the contact lines are therefore in opposite directions, with FC

0 tending to
dominate FC

1 (except near the tip). The buoyancy force FB and the net capillary force FC = FC
1 + FC

0 are both
negative (downward) in this case, and are balanced by the positive (upward) supporting force FP

T provided by the
cone. The magnitude of the buoyancy force increases slightly for higher drops, while the capillary forces weaken with
height, as does the net force from the cone.
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FIG. 9: Vertical force balance between the capillary forces F C
0 (blue curve) and F C

1 (red curve) at z0 and
z1, and the effective constraint force due to the cone, F P (black curve), with Bo = 0 and β = 35o for various
contact angles α (vertical axis); these forces (shown on the horizontal axis) sum to zero.

In Fig. 11 we show components of the force balance for the case α = 60o and β = 35o. In this case the Bond
number initially increases with height, but reaches a limit point at a height z0 ≈ −1.9, and then decreases with
further increases in z0, although the Bond number never becomes negative (see Fig. 3). The surface slopes at the
contact lines satisfy sin ψ0 = 0.09 and sinψ1 = −0.9, and the capillary forces are therefore in the same direction,
but with FC

1 now dominating FC
0 in magnitude. The overall balance is between the upward net force from the cone

and the downward capillary force FC
1 at the lower contact line; the resulting buoyancy force on the drop is relatively

small.
In Fig. 12 we show components of the force balance for the case α = 30o and β = 35o. In this case the Bond number is

initially positive and decreasing with height, passing through zero at a height z0 ≈ −1.29, and then remaining negative
for higher drops. The surface slopes at the contact lines satisfy sinψ0 = −0.42 and sinψ1 = −0.996, and the capillary
forces are therefore in opposite directions, with FC

1 tending to dominate FC
0 in magnitude. The overall balance is

between the upward net force provided by the cone and the upper contact line and the downward force at the lower
contact line; the resulting buoyancy force on the drop is relatively small, and reverses direction from downward to
upward at z0 ≈ −1.29.

V. SECOND VARIATION AND STABILITY

To assess the stability of the solutions we proceed to consider the second variation of the energy functional. For
a single-valued interface, this entails generalizing the shape to a non-axisymmetric representation r = f(z, θ) with
contact lines z = z0(θ) and z = z1(θ). The appropriate expressions for ES , EG and VD in Eq. (1) are then varied
as before to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation for non-axisymmetric drops. A second variation is then performed
about an axisymmetric equilibrium solution, which results in a quadratic form in the shape perturbation δf(r, θ).
The stability of the equilibrium solution is determined by examining whether or not this quadratic form is positive
definite (stability) or can become negative for particular modes δf(r, θ) (instability). The quadratic form may be
diagonalized in order to make this determination evident, which is accomplished by solving an associated eigenvalue
problem.
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FIG. 10: Vertical force balance between the capillary forces F C
0 (blue curve) and F C

1 (red curve) at z0 and
z1, the buoyancy force F B (green curve), and the net constraint force due to the cone, F P

T (black curve).
Here α = 1350 and β = 35o for various drop positions z0 (vertical axis). With these parameters drop climbs
the cone with increasing Bond numbers.

A. Angle/Arclength Representation of the Second Variation

Rather than relying on the single-valued representation r = f(z, θ), it is again convenient to convert to an an-
gle/arclength representation, in which the perturbed shape is written in the explicit form

x(s, θ, ǫ) = R(s) r̂(θ) + Z(s) ẑ + ǫ W̃ (s, θ) n̂(s, θ), (32)

where n̂(s, θ) = −Z ′(s)r̂(θ) + R′(s)ẑ is the outward unit normal to the unperturbed surface, and ǫW̃ (s, θ) is the
amplitude of the perturbation, with ǫ a small expansion parameter. Since the unperturbed shape is assumed to be
axisymmetric, the coefficients in the resulting equations for W̃ (s, θ) are independent of θ and a Fourier representation

W̃ (s, θ) = W (s) cos nθ may be assumed. Omitting the details, the Sturm-Liouville equation that diagonalizes the
second variation is given by

−γLV

R

d

ds
(RWs) +

[

γLV n2

R2

]

W −
[

γLV ψ2

S + γLV
sin2 ψ

R2
− ∆ρ g cos ψ

]

W = λW + µ. (33)

Here the eigenvalue λ should be positive (negative) for a stable (unstable) mode W (s), and µ is a Lagrange multiplier
for the perturbed volume constraint,

0 =

∫ 2π

0

∫ ST

0

R(s) W̃ (s, θ) dθ ds = 2πδn0

∫ ST

0

R(s)W (s) ds, (34)

which must be enforced explicitly (µ 6= 0) for axisymmetric modes (n = 0), but is automatically satisfied (µ = 0)

for non-axisymmetric modes (n 6= 0) due to the cos nθ dependence of W̃ (s, θ). The boundary conditions on W (s) at
s = 0 and s = ST are

Ws(0) −
[cos α

sin α

]

ψs(0)W (0) = 0, Ws(ST ) +
[cos α

sin α

]

ψs(ST )W (ST ) = 0. (35)

Here the functions R(s), Z(s), and ψ(s) refer to the axisymmetric unperturbed shape. The boundary condition (35)
that results from the second variation is equivalent to the linearization of the Young equation (14) satisfied by the
equilibrium shape, which specifies the slope of the drop at each contact line. More specifically, for a non-parametric
representation r = f(z, ǫ) at a contact line z = Z(ǫ), where fz = constant, we have

0 =
d

dǫ
fz(Z(ǫ), ǫ)

∣

∣

∣

∣

ǫ=0

= [fzzZǫ + fzǫ]ǫ=0
= fzǫ −

[

fzz

fz + tan β

]

fǫ, (36)
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FIG. 11: Vertical force balance between the capillary forces F C
0 (blue curve) and F C

1 (red curve) at z0 and
z1, the buoyancy force F B (green curve), and the net constraint force due to the cone, F P

T (black curve).
Here α = 600 and β = 35o for various drop positions z0 (vertical axis). In this case the drop climbs the cone
with increasing Bond numbers for drops that are far enough from the tip (z0 < −1.9), whereas drops closer
to the tip (z0 > −1.9) climb the cone with decreasing Bond numbers.

where in the final expression we have used the linearization of Eq. (10), which gives (fz + tan β)Zǫ + fǫ = 0, to
eliminate Zǫ. Converting Eq. (36) to an angle/arclength representation, and using Eq. (22), then gives (35).

1. Zero Bond Number Stability Equation

For the case of zero Bond number the Sturm-Liouville equation (33) that governs the stability of a spherical surface
reduces to a Legendre differential equation [21], using ds = Rc dθ, R(s) = Rc sin θ, and ψ = −θ, where θ is a polar
angle defined at the sphere center zc.

With the boundary conditions in Eq. (35) the eigenvalue problem is still analytically intractable since the mixed
boundary conditions at s = 0 and s = ST result in a transcendental equation for λ involving the roots of Legendre
functions of the first and second kind. We have therefore implemented numerical procedures for the computation of
the eigenvalues, as described below.

We note that a related problem is the stability of an isolated sphere in zero gravity, which is also described by
the Sturm-Liouville equation (33) with g = 0. In that case, however, the appropriate boundary conditions are
periodicity and regularity of W (s) over the entire sphere. The sphere is neutrally stable to a lateral translation, which
is represented by an n = 1 perturbation representing a shift in origin of the unperturbed sphere. The corresponding
eigenmode is the n = 1 Legendre polynomial [21], W (s) ∼ P1(θ), which satisfies Eq. (33) with n = 1, µ = 0, and
λ = 0.

B. Numerical Procedures for Stability Calculations

The linear stability of an equilibrium shape is determined by computing eigenmodes W (s) and eigenvalues λ from
Eq. (33) with the boundary conditions in Eq. (35); if n = 0 the solution must be computed over the linear subspace
defined by the constraint in Eq. (34). The equilibrium is stable if the eigenvalues λ are all positive, and is unstable if
any eigenvalue is negative. We have used two numerical procedures for solving the constrained eigenvalue problem.

In the first procedure we use a second-order-accurate finite difference discretization of Eq. (33) in tandem with a
related quadrature formula for Eq. (34) to produce a finite dimensional problem that can be solved with linear algebra
software. For n = 0 a projection method [22] is used to handle the constraint equation, resulting in a standard matrix
eigenvalue problem.
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FIG. 12: Vertical force balance between the capillary forces F C
0 (blue curve) and F C

1 (red curve) at z0 and
z1, the buoyancy force F B (green curve), and the net constraint force due to the cone, F P

T (black curve),
for α = 300 and β = 35o for various drop positions z0 (vertical axis). In this case the drop climbs the cone
with decreasing Bond numbers.

The second approach uses a shooting method, based on appending Eq. (33) and, for n = 0, the volume constraint
in Eq. (34), to the system of equations used to compute the equilibrium state as described previously. The shape
perturbation W (s) is normalized to unity at s = 0, with Ws(0) then set by Eq. (35). Provisional guesses for λ and
(if n = 0) for µ are used to integrate to s = ST , where the remaining boundary condition in Eq. (35) and (if n = 0)
the volume constraint in Eq. (34) provide nonlinear equations for iteratively refining the provisional guesses. Starting
guesses for λ and µ can be obtained by using the first procedure with a relatively crude mesh; the shooting procedure
then gives a very accurate numerical solution based on these guesses.

C. Numerical Stability Results

We present some numerical results for a cone half-angle of β = 35o. We first consider the case of zero Bond number,
for which the drop is a section of a sphere. We then consider the general case of non-zero Bond numbers.

1. Zero Bond Number

The stability of the Bo = 0 solutions to n = 1 perturbations is shown in Fig. 13. With β = 35o there are Bo = 0
solutions for α < 550; for α = 55o the solution just touches the tip with z0 = 0, and as α decreases the solutions move
down the cone. For n = 1 perturbations (solid curve) that satisfy the contact condition (35) the drop is unstable
(λ < 0), and the degree of instability increases with distance from the tip. For comparison, we have also included
stability results for perturbations that instead satisfy a pinning condition W = 0 at the contact lines (dashed curves);
these perturbations are found to be stable (λ > 0).

2. Non-Zero Bond Numbers

In Fig. 14 we consider a contact angle of α = 90o, for which the height of the drop increases monotonically with
increasing Bond number. Over this range of Bond numbers the drop is unstable to axisymmetric (n = 0) perturbations,
as indicated by the middle plot in Fig. 14. The instability becomes stronger near the tip of the cone, and tends toward
neutral stability for drops farther down the cone. There are also higher n = 0 modes (not shown) which are found to
be stable. The drop is also unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations, as shown in the right-hand plot in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 13: Stability calculations for a conical half-angle of β = 35o and zero Bond numbers. The solid curve
shows the stability parameter λ versus z0 for the most dangerous n = 1 perturbation that satisfies the contact
angle condition (35). The dashed curve shows λ versus z0 for the most dangerous n = 1 perturbation that
satisfies a pinned condition (W = 0).

The drop is always unstable to an n = 1 perturbation. An n = 2 perturbation is stable near the tip of the cone, and
becomes unstable for drops farther down the cone. Again only the most dangerous modes for each n are depicted.
Far enough down the cone there are instabilities to higher values of n > 2 as well (not shown).

In Fig. 15 we consider a contact angle of α = 30o, for which the height of the drop decreases monotonically with
increasing Bond number. Over this range of Bond numbers the drop is stable to axisymmetric (n = 0) perturbations,
as indicated by the middle plot in Fig. 15. The stability is stronger near the tip of the cone, and tends toward neutral
stability for drops farther down the cone. The drop is unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations, with an n = 1
instability that grows in strength for drops far from the tip. The n = 2 and n = 3 perturbations are stable near the
tip of the cone, but become unstable for drops farther down the cone. Again only the most dangerous modes for each
n are depicted. Again, far enough down the cone there are instabilities to higher values of n > 3 as well (not shown).

In Fig. 16 we consider an intermediate contact angle of α = 75o. For this value, the dependence of the height of
the drop on Bo is more complicated than in the previous cases. As a function of Bond number the height of the
drop is non-monotonic, and exhibits two limit points that separate regions of monotonicity, as shown by the red and
blue dots in the first plot of Fig. 16. The Bond number increases with height near the cone’s tip and far down the
cone, and decreases with height at intermediate values. General arguments from bifurcation theory [24] show that
the stability of the drop to axisymmetric perturbations changes at such limit points, as is confirmed by the n = 0
results in the middle plot of Fig. 16. The drops for which the height decreases with Bond number (negative slopes in
Fig. 16a are found to be stable for n = 0 (λ > 0 in Fig. 16b, and those with positive slopes are unstable for n = 0,
with sign changes in λ at the limit points. These findings are also consistent with the corresponding n = 0 results
in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, where the slopes were everywhere positive and negative, respectively. The non-axisymmetric
perturbations in Fig. 16 show an n = 1 instability for all heights, with transitions of the n = 2 and n = 3 modes from
stability to instability farther down the cone.

In Fig. 17 we consider a small contact angle of α = 15o. For this value, the Bond number is negative for z0 > −5,
and the drop is stable to axisymmetric disturbances over this range. Non-axisymmetric disturbances are also stable
for z0 ≥ −0.5581; in particular, the n = 1 mode has become stable for drops close enough to the cone tip. Far
enough from the tip, the n = 1 mode becomes unstable, as do the modes with higher value of n. Specifically, the
marginal stability point for the n = 1 mode occurs for Bo = −0.2721 and z0 = −0.5581. The stability with respect to
n = 1 perturbations generally seems to occur for negative Bond numbers and relatively small values of α and β. For
example, the computed stability diagrams for (α, β) = (30o, 20o) and (α, β) = (30o, 15o) (not shown) are qualitatively
similar to that for (α, β) = (35o, 15o); specifically, we find that for β = 20o and α = 30o the computed marginal point
for the n = 1 mode occurs for Bo = −0.3365 and z0 = −0.4824, and for β = 20o and α = 15o the computed marginal
point for the n = 1 mode occurs for Bo = −0.1963 and z0 = −1.5248.
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In all cases with positive Bond number we have found an n = 1 instability that generally strengthens with distance
from the tip of the cone. As previously noted, an isolated sphere in zero gravity is subject to an n = 1 neutral
mode that represents trivial translation of the sphere. The observed n = 1 instability of the drop resting on a cone
is apparently a destabilization of this neutral mode, although the exact mechanism is difficult to understand. An
example of an n = 1 mode near the cone tip is shown in cross-section in Fig. 18. Here the unperturbed shape is given
by the blue curve, and the perturbed shape in its plane of symmetry is shown in red. The perturbation amplitude
has been magnified to exaggerate the relative distortions of the contact lines nearer to and farther from the cone tip;
the result is an effective tilting of the drop with respect to the horizontal. This can be compared to the tilting of
drops while climbing conical substrates that are occasionally observed experimentally; see, e.g., Fig. 5c and others in
Ref. ([7]).

3. Rayleigh Instability Analogy

With increasing distance from the cone tip, drops are subject to an increasing number of non-axisymmetric instabil-
ities; only the most dangerous modes in the first three families (n = 1, 2, 3) of instabilities are shown in the right-most
plots in Figs. 13-16. For drops that are far removed from the tip, an interpretation of these high-wavenumber modes
is possible in terms of a classical surface-tension-driven instability. For example if we consider contact angles α ≥ 90o

the cross section of the drops become more and more circular for drops that are far from the cone tip as the Bond
number becomes small (c.f. Fig. 4), and the drops resemble half of a torus that is bisected by the cone. For large
values of the effective major radius of the drop, the non-axisymmetric instabilities are then analogous to the capillary-
driven Rayleigh instabilities [23] of an equivalent cylinder of length 2πRM and radius rm, where RM and rm ≪ RM

are the major and minor radii of the torus. The onset of the Rayleigh instability occurs for a perturbation whose
wavelength λR is equal to the circumference 2πrm of the cylinder [23]. For an effective cylinder length L = 2πRM

we therefore anticipate neutral modes with mode number nR such that nRλR = L, or nR = RM/rm. We can read-
ily compute values for RM and rm from the numerical solution in this regime (which satisfy RM + z0 tan β ≈ 0 and
(2πRM )(πr2

m) ≈ VD) and compare this estimate for nR with the numerically-computed values of n that have crossings
at λn = 0. For example, in Fig. 14 the n = 3 mode with z0 = −1.29 is neutrally stable (λ3 = 0). For this drop, the
computed radii are RM = 1.2403 and rm = 0.5817, which gives the estimate nR = 2.13. The estimate becomes more
accurate for drops with larger values of RM ; for a drop with z0 = −20.02 we find RM = 14.1176 and rm = 0.1734,
giving nR = 81.42. The corresponding numerical results show that the perturbation with n = 82 is neutrally stable
under these conditions. Some numerical results are summarized in Table I. The analytical approximation may also
be obtained directly from the Jacobi equation (33) in this regime: the dominant balance for λ = 0 is found to be

γLV n2

R2
W ≈ γLV ψ2

sW, Ws(0) = Ws(ST ) = 0, (37)

where for the semi-circular base state we have R(s) ≈ RM , ST ≈ πrm and ψs ≈ 1/rm. The resulting eigenmode
W (s) is approximately constant, with n2 = R2

M/r2
m as in Rayleigh’s analysis.

Table I: Large n neutral modes for β = 35o and α = 90o.

Bo z0 RM rm nR = RM/rm n(λn = 0)

0.730648 -1.29478 1.24026 0.581686 2.132 3

0.688197 -1.91825 1.63465 0.508187 3.217 4

0.516970 -5.15074 3.79834 0.334305 11.362 12

0.391414 -10.0255 7.15959 0.243514 29.401 30

0.283351 -20.0200 14.1176 0.173400 81.416 82

VI. DISCUSSION

We have considered the equilibrium and stability of axisymmetric drops that rest on the side of a conical substrate,
motivated by experimental observations of the dynamics of cellular clusters. The results for both equilibrium and
stability in the fluid model presented here are more complicated than we originally anticipated; it would be useful to
have experimental validations for some of the predicted behavior in this simpler case. In our solution procedure we
have generally prescribed the conical half-angle β, the contact angle α, and the drop height z0, and computed the
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FIG. 14: Stability calculations for a conical half-angle of β = 35o and a contact angle of α = 90o. The
left hand plot shows the position, z0, of the upper contact line of the equilibrium drop as a function of the
Bond number, Bo. The middle plot shows the most dangerous axisymmetric stability eigenvalue, λ, as a
corresponding function of z0; the drops are unstable (λ < 0) to axisymmetric disturbances over this range of
Bo. The right hand plot shows the lowest non-axisymmetric modes for n = 1 (black curve), 2 (blue curve),
and 3 (red curve) as a function of z0.
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FIG. 15: Stability calculations for a conical half-angle of β = 35o and a contact angle of α = 30o. The
left hand plot shows the position, z0, of the upper contact line of the equilibrium drop as a function of the
Bond number, Bo. The middle plot shows the most dangerous axisymmetric stability eigenvalue, λ, as a
corresponding function of z0; the drops are stable (λ > 0) to axisymmetric disturbances over this range of
Bo. The right hand plot shows the lowest non-axisymmetric modes for n = 1 (black curve), 2 (blue curve),
and 3 (red curve) as a function of z0.

corresponding Bond number and drop shape; equilibria for either upward-pointing cones (corresponding to positive
Bond numbers Bo) or for downward-pointing cones (negative Bond numbers) are then obtained depending on the
sign of the Bond number. As seen in Fig. 12, the force balance for solutions with Bo < 0 is primarily between the
capillary forces and the forces of constraint, with the buoyancy contribution playing a minor role.

Considered as a one parameter family of solutions with changing height z0 and Bond number Bo for fixed values
of α and β, the solution branches can exhibit one or more limit points where the number of solutions changes as Bo
varies (cf. Fig. 16). At such limit points, general arguments [24] predict that the limit point is a point of marginal
stability to axisymmetric perturbations, and this is borne out in the numerical calculations. The determination of the
stability of the solutions to axisymmetric perturbations is thus largely characterized by the geometrical shape of the
solution branches. Based on numerical simulations we generally find that solutions with large values of β and α tend
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FIG. 16: Stability calculations for a conical half-angle of β = 35o and a contact angle of α = 75o. The left
hand plot shows the position, z0, of the upper contact line of the equilibrium drop as a function of the Bond
number, Bo. Two limit points where the slope of the curve changes sign are indicated by the red and blue
dots. The middle plot shows the most dangerous axisymmetric stability eigenvalue, λ, as a corresponding
function of z0. The drops are stable (λ > 0) to axisymmetric disturbances for values of z0 that lie between
the two limit points, with marginal stability (λ = 0) at these limit points. The right hand plot shows the
lowest non-axisymmetric modes for n = 1 (black curve), 2 (blue curve), and 3 (red curve) as a function of
z0.

to have positive Bond numbers and to be unstable to axisymmetric perturbations. Solutions with small values of β
and α tend to be stable to axisymmetric perturbations, at least for drops that are not too far from the tip. Solutions
with small enough contact angles tend to correspond to negative Bond numbers. For intermediate values of α and β
there can be multiple solutions for a given Bond number, with differing stability to axisymmetric perturbations.

The stability of the solutions to non-axisymmetric perturbations generally requires a separate calculation of the
second variation of the energy functional. We have found a range of completely stable solutions that are characterized
by negative Bond numbers and small values of α and β (see Fig. 17); these solutions are located near the cone tip,
and become unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations for drops far from the tip. We find that solutions with
positive Bond number are frequently unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations. Drops that are far from the tip
tend to be unstable to several non-axisymmetric modes; these instabilities resemble the classical Rayleigh instability
of a cylinder. Drops near the cone tip tend to be stable to higher order modes of non-axisymmetric perturbations,
but for positive Bond numbers an instability to n = 1 perturbations persists.

For an isolated spherical equilibrium with Bo = 0, such n = 1 perturbations correspond to neutrally-stable transla-
tions of the sphere. For equilibrium drops on a cone with Bo = 0, these n = 1 perturbations are apparently destabilized
by the contact angle boundary condition which fixes the slope of the drop at the contact line. If the contact condition
is replaced by a pinning condition that instead fixes the location of the contact line the Bo = 0 drops are found
to be stable to n = 1 perturbations. A limited number of numerical calculations (not shown) with non-zero Bond
numbers indicate that the drops are less unstable to n = 1 perturbations with pinned boundary conditions than they
are to contact angle conditions. We also note that with our contact angle conditions we have found axisymmetric
equilibrium shapes that are stable to axisymmetric perturbations but unstable to non-axisymmetric perturbations. It
is known [25] that for single-valued [i.e., r = f(z)] axisymmetric equilibrium shapes with pinned boundary conditions,
if the shape is stable to axisymmetric perturbations, it is then also stable to non-axisymmetric perturbations as well.

It is interesting to contrast the case of drops on a conical substrate with the case of drops on a vertical cylinder. In
zero gravity (Bo = 0) there are solutions for either case for small enough contact angles α, and the drops are sections
of a punctured sphere. In the cylindrical case, there are also non-spherical solutions for large enough values of α (see
Fig. 8). In the conical case, we find no non-spherical Bo = 0 solutions; if we start with a spherical solution on the
cone and increase α the drop will climb the cone (remaining spherical) until the upper contact line reaches the tip,
with an associated contact angle of α = π/2 − β. On the other hand, with a gravitational field, say with Bo > 0,
there are no equilibrium drops on a smooth cylinder that satisfy the contact angle condition: if there were such a
solution, a rigid downward translation of the drop would decrease the energy of the solution so it cannot represent a
stationary state.

We note that stationary drops on a vertical surface with Bo 6= 0 can be observed in the presence of surface defects
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FIG. 17: Stability calculations for a conical half-angle of β = 35o and a contact angle of α = 15o. The
left hand plot shows the position, z0, of the upper contact line of the equilibrium drop as a function of the
Bond number, Bo. The middle plot shows the most dangerous axisymmetric stability eigenvalue, λ, as a
corresponding function of z0. The drops are stable (λ > 0) to axisymmetric disturbances for all values of
z0 in this range. The right hand plot shows the lowest non-axisymmetric modes for n = 1 (black curve), 2
(blue curve), and 3 (red curve) as a function of z0. The drops are stable to non-axisymmetric disturbances
for z0 > −0.5.

such as localized roughness, contaminants, or other inhomogeneities, which can effectively pin the contact line; in
these circumstances hysteresis of observed contact angles is possible [26]. The variation of the contact line position
that is used in the derivation of the Young equilibrium condition (14) in our treatment is then ruled out, resulting in
a more complicated model for drop equilibrium and stability than we have considered here.

The equilibrium drops on a cone with Bo 6= 0 that are found under suitable conditions have complicated limiting
behavior in the limit of small β, either tending to climb to the tip or descend to infinity with variations in β. We note
that there are solution branches for fixed α and β that have Bo → 0 and z1 → −∞, which tend to resemble sections
of a torus; here the value of the Lagrange multiplier P → 0 as well, meaning that the solutions are tending to zero
mean curvature in this limit.

A drop nearing the tip of the cone eventually is not well-described by the model as the upper contact line contracts
to a point. A model in which the cone tip lies in the interior of the drop, with a single contact line at z = z1,
would be a straightforward modification of the current treatment. This model might be relevant to studies of the
vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) geometry in the growth of nanowires [27].
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